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Abstract
Poetic multilingualism as a variety of polylingualism, in general, is a good
material for studying cultural transfers (the process of transferring knowledge
between different cultures, professional communities and discourses) from both
linguistic and culturological point of views. The creative work of bilingual poets,
whose phenomenon has not been studied yet, is one of the guides of intercultural
communication. Among such poets, Niko Gomelauri has a prominent place, who
made a great contribution to both Georgian and Russian literature, nonetheless,
neither Georgian nor Russian philologists study the materials based on his works.
Research aims. To draw researchers’ attention to the creative works of a bilingual
poet Niko Gomelauri, we present the linguistic analysis of Niko Gomelauri’s five
different poems belonging to different genres, define peculiarities of his poetic works
and stylistic tendencies.
Research methods. Through using semantic and stylistic, descriptive and
comparative methods and the analysis of dictionary articles we have thoroughly
analysed Gomelauri’s poetic words.
Conclusions. Linguistic anaysis of poems of different genres revealed Niko
Gomelauri’s peculiar vision. A bilingual poet has a wider world vision, sees deeper
and gives his poetic worlds a more philosophical idea or emotional content. The
analysis of Gomelauri’s poems showed two stylistic tendencies in his poetry – deeply
philosophical and mockery-colloquial.
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Introduction
In the poly-lingual space of the XXI century, the issues of intercultural,
scientific cooperation and international communication are of particular
significance. This is proved by both scientific research discussed at numerous
scientific-practical conferences dedicated to these issues and individual
relationships in diplomacy, politics, economics, culture, business, sport,
tourism, as well as on an everyday basis. Bilinguals play a very important role
in this respect, these are scientists, translators, experts in certain fields and
ordinary people who live outside their country but are fluent in the language
of the country of their residence; intercultural communication becomes an
everyday event and in the process of intercultural communication people
acquire not only the knowledge of foreign languages but also the knowledge
of material and spiritual culture and world vision of another country.
The issue of bilingualism in a number of social sciences, including linguistics,
is not new in human communication. A serious interest in bilingualism as
a phenomenon of complex nature appeared quite a long time ago: the first
attempts of its systematic study started in the XIX century (Nikolaev, 2006).
However, among bilinguals, a special place is occupied by writers and poets
who write in two languages as the specifics of their activity requires mastery
of both languages – on an identical level and identical volume, without any
of them being a dominant. This phenomenon has not been studied yet but
is of great interest for a range of scientific disciplines, including linguistics.
Though it is believed that enough has been written about bilingualism and
multilingualism, especially in the Medieval poetry (Chelisheva, 2015, p. 183),
that poetical multilingualism as a variety of polylingualism as a whole is
a favourable material for the study of cultural transfers from both linguistic
and culturological points of view (Feshenko, 2017, p. 17), the issue of
poetic bilingualism is hardly studied in research literature. “Bilingualism is
a phenomenon which is manifested by a number of its own variants and is
quite far from adequate theoretical and linguistic realisation” (Nikolaev, 2006).
At present, there is neither the theory of poetical bilingualism nor detailed
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and systematic historic observations according to which it will be possible to
identify the main tendencies in the development of bilingualism in poetry.
Separate studies of the history of poetic bilingualism are mainly case
studies of the development of European poetry, which mainly reflects upon
separate issues of the formation of national literary languages (Azarova, 2016,
p. 255).
Taking into consideration that the issues of bilingualism and polylingualism
are still relevant in Georgia, in this multinational and tolerant country, due to
historic and geopolitical being, there have always been a lot of people speaking
two or three languages (Shalit, 2006; 2009; Chkheidze, 2016). The theme of
political bilingualism is quite urgent for this country as well. In this aspect,
the creative work of a bilingual poet Niko Gomelauri is of great interest. It
has not been studied in either Georgian or Russian philology. The details and
features of the short forms of his poetic texts have not been researched and
the semantic load of every word of his poems has not been discussed yet.
Among small but valuable poetic heritage of Niko Gomelauri (he was only
39 when he died) – a gifted actor of theatre and cinema, and a gifted bilingual
poet (he played and wrote in both Georgian and Russian languages), we have
chosen five poems of different genres with different stylistic shades: “I will
drink, drink the sea, smoke the mist...”, “We will break through”, “I is my
second”, “You are my good...”, “No heart, no kidneys...” (Gomelauri, 2010;
Gomelauri, 2011; Gomelauri, 2012).
Research aims. The article is the first attempt in philology to present
a linguistic analysis of a bilingual poet Niko Gomelauri’s several poems
belonging to different genres, define stylistic tendencies of his poetical works
based on these materials which reveal the difference between using stylistic
and grammatical means as well as poetic devices.
Research methods. Taking into account the modern tendency, which is
characterised by refusing a certain general method, we used a combination of
different scientific, general and specific linguistic methods:
Semantic and stylistic method of learning sense nuisances of words in
various contexts of Gomelauri’s poetry;
Descriptive-contrastive method, which selects and describes the
vocabulary of the poems of different genres;
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Inductive and deductive methods (on the one hand, gathering material
and generalising the acquired information, on the other – making certain
conclusions based on general statements);
The analysis of word articles (looking for relevant lexical and semantic data
about analysed words and determining insufficiency of their understanding).

Psychological and cross-associations in the
poem “Drink, drink the sea, smoke the mist...”
After a superficial introduction to Niko Gomelauri’s work, we may have
the impression that he finds it easy to write poems, without much creative
suffering and numerous corrections. This is quite understandable – shortage
of time, lack of health and, most importantly, life. Nevertheless, behind every
line, every word, every rhyme there is great labour, creative sufferings and
search.
For example, in his poem “I will drink, drink the sea, smoke the mist...”,
there are numerous symbols and psychological associations:
Drink, drink sea, smoke the fog / I quarrel with everyone, I am friends
with a volcano / I plunge into lava, I don’t come up soon / I give up height
and glory to mountains / And when I wash my bones in lava, / I will open
everything for everyone, come to visit / I will spread the lines of fire for
memory / Let us forget the squabbles, we will swim in happiness / The sun
will be glad, the darkness will be in grief / But first you must ... you need to
drink the sea [Gomelauri, 2011, p. 262].
The very first line of the poem introduces the reader with the world of
mystery and secrets. It is impossible to “drink the sea”, thus, the combination
of these two words symbolises something unthinkable, which must be taken
in great quantities (the sea – a great quantity, plenty of something, drink
– swallow, partake liquid) [Dictionary of the Russian Language, vol. 4:270].
The word combination “smoke the fog” is more realistic as it is the image of
a man in the mist, “soaked” by volcanic clouds. Nevertheless, the denotation
of the word “fog” is combined with its connotation “vagueness, uncertainty,
indefiniteness” [Dictionary of the Russian Language, vol. 4:425], and then we
have an absolutely different image of the confused man looking for something,
not being able to find anything. Having quarrelled with everyone, the
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character is “friends” with the volcano, submerges in its lava in order to wash
“his bones”. The phrase “am friends with” is used by the author figuratively
which is marked as “colloquial” in some lexicographic editions – “be fond
of something, be attracted to something” [Ozhegov, 1990:484]. We can only
presume what is implied with the volcano, but it is something more, which
gives up “height” and “glory” to others. And only when he emerges from lava,
he will be given the opportunity to open doors and invite everybody and give
away “lines of fire”.
The word combination “lines of fire” is of great linguistic interest. Lines
cannot be “fire”. The adjective acquires a figurative sense of hot, passionate
[Dictionary of the Russian Language, vol. 2:586], though we can see the main
meaning connected with the noun “fire” – hot shining gases around a burning
thing, flame [Dictionary of the Russian Language, vol. 2:587]. Besides, due to
psychological associations with the volcano, there is a visual colour feature
– the colour of fire, flame, bright red, orange-red [Dictionary of the Russian
Language, vol. 2:585]. The second last line of the poem is also interesting:
”The Sun will be glad, and the Darkness will be in grief ”. From the first sight,
the nouns “Sun” and “Darkness” are personified objects, though Gomelauri,
maybe subconsciously, gives “Sun” a figurative meaning of “something
valuable, high, vital” [Ozhegov1990:744] and “Darkness” acquires an archaic
sense of “ignorance, cultural retardness” [Dictionary of the Russian Language,
vol. 4:434]. It is proved by analysing the contrastive and specific correlation
with the previous line, which creates certain crossing associations, where
happiness – “feeling and condition of high satisfaction with life, the feeling of
deep joy” [Dictionary of the Russian Language, vol. 2:320] and squabble – is
“an argument, hostile relationship because of minor intrigues, the struggle of
private relations” [Dictionary of the Russian Language, vol. 2:110]:
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Naturally, due to the above mentioned, the psychological processes are
directed to the expectation of full victory of the Sun over Darkness, but the
final, tenth line of the poem gives an unexpected turning
But first you must ... you need to drink the sea.
What is hidden behind the word “sea” is a mystery. One thing is clear – the
character and, therefore, the author (although they are not identical, their
images always have points of contact) are well familiar with the two powerful
and incompatible natural elements – water and fire. For the full victory, it is
necessary to do the impossible – being “friends” with the volcano, “drink the
sea”, which causes squall of new associations and related views from the actor
and poet’s life.

Two stylistic tendencies in Niko Gomelauri’s
poetry
The poem “Break through” is somehow similar to the previous one – the
same philosophical depth of a small work, the same adjacent female rhyme
with the stress on the second last syllable, the presence of the same inner
rhyme, the same zigzag of the final line. In every second line, there are the
words “break through”, which is also the title of this small but powerful
monologue-confession:
A friend abandoned me, and left for Heaven/Without giving up, I keep
telling myself – we will break through /A brother abandoned me and looked
at me with anger/But I am much stronger and say – we will break through/
the Spirit abandoned me, my nose is bleeding/But I say aloud that we will
break through/Sleep abandoned me and insomnia is unbearable/I avoid
grief and shout into darkness – we will break through/A son abandoned
me, and then a daughter/I am sitting drunk alone, but wheeze – we will
break through/But, mainly SHE left and told do not be afraid/Do not
remember me and repeat – we will break through/But I wanted to fight with
life together with her/And now, either sing or drink – where must I break
through [Gomelauri, 2011, p. 260].
The phrase “break through” has several meanings, but only one of
them is used in the first person – “force one’s way forward” [Ozhegov,
1990:617].
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Alongside the refrain, there is a chain of verbs with the common semantics
“say, utter”, which differ in degree of repetition, power or utterance (“tell
myself ”, “say aloud”, “repeat”, “shout”, “wheeze”). The sequence of these verbs
shows the gradual growth of dynamics which reaches its apogee (“wheeze”)
and then drops sharply creating an unexpected zigzag. The noun “darkness”
is used here in its primary rather than figurative meaning “lack of light”
[Ozhegov, 1990:817].
The poem “I is my second...” is written in a slightly different style
(Gomelauri, 2011, p. 225), a wonderful translation of which has been done by
Elena Isaeva (Isaeva, 2010). Short phrases, scarcity of expressive means (only
one comparison – “twists like a vulture”, one phraseological unit – “calls for
misfortune”), various syntax, presence of interrogative sentences, a number
of homogeneous members help emphasise the complicated topic more vividly
– a poet and a man in one guise, two images, two confrontations in one
person. Who is main, who is more sincere – the ordinary or the creative?
The next poem is of a mocking character “You are my good...” (Gomelauri,
2010). Here is a small passage from it:
You are my good.../My little angel.../I will leave everything behind for
you!/You are a piece of my heart.../Here is love! Here is no deceit!/I see God’s
handwriting!/I hope it is a novel/ and not an outline...
This is a peculiar, quite a primitive style devoid of any complicated
associations where naive, simple, open and frank tone prevails, the tone
usually used in conversation with friends and close people. The author uses
a lot of comparisons (“You set the meter of my life as an engine”, “You are like
a thimbleful of water in the desert”, “You and I are like ‘a’ and ‘b’”); there are
a lot of diminutives. This creates a sincere monologue-appeal to the beloved
and the readers feel being the poet’s close friends.
And, last, the fifth – a short, eight-line but very emotional poem
– “No heart, no kidneys ...” (Gomelauri, 2011, p. 92).
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Fatally ill, destined to die, but strong within, Niko Gomelauri writes
these magic words to his wife – Nino Chodrishvili, which are veiled/
hidden in the Georgian text but are vividly revealed while translated into
Russian:
No heart, no kidneys,/Lungs – but I still struggle,/I breathe out the
truth/Bitter in taste./But looking into Nina’s eyes,/I seem to see the light
in the window – /Didn’t Paganini play/On only one string? (Isaeva, 2010).
Metaphorical images give the notions which are expressed by neutral
words more vivid colours, make us feel the pain but, at the same time,
strength and true love. And we remember David Markish’s words, a famous
Israeli writer, poet and publisher that Niko Gomelauri underwent his
short way of artists, whose life is located “between ,,,,, sun and molding
pot, where the mysterious gold of creativity is being melted” (Markish,
2001, p. 247).
The present analysis of Niko Gomelauri’s several poems reveals
the presence of two stylistic tendencies in his creative work and proves
that necessity of further research of his literary heritage and through
philological analysis within the framework of bilingual contrastivics of
texts in Georgian and Russian language.

Conclusions
To sum up, we can conclude:
1. Like other writers and poets writing in two languages, Niko Gomelauri
has a special place among bilinguals as the specifics of his activity requires
perfect knowledge of both languages. Niko Gomelauri, a bilingual poet
and an actor, undoubtedly, had a broader world vision, lived in a broader
world, saw deeper and further than monolinguals, which leads to using
certain literary and expressive means.
2. 
The analysis of Gomelauri’s poems showed two stylistic tendencies
in his poetry – deeply philosophical and mockery-colloquial, which
reveals versatile stylistic shade, different syntactical forms and means of
expression, presence/absence of inner rhyme.
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3. 
Gomelauri’s poetry, both Georgian and Russian, requires serious
philological research in terms of studying his poems in one language as
well as in comparison and in translation.
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